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Abstract. Temporal Networks with Uncertainty are a powerful and
widely used formalism for representing and reasoning over temporal con-
straints in the presence of uncertainty. Since their introduction, they have
been used in planning and scheduling applications to model situations
where some activity durations or event timings are not under the control
of the scheduling agent. Moreover, a wide variety of classes of temporal
networks (depending on the types of constraints) have been defined, and
many algorithms for dealing with these emerged.
We are interested in the repair problem, consisting of reconsidering the
bounds of the uncertain durations when the network is not controllable,
i.e., when no strategy for scheduling exists. This problem is important,
as it allows for the explanation and negotiation of the problematic uncer-
tainties. In this paper, we address the repair problem for a very expressive
class of temporal networks, namely the Disjunctive Temporal Networks
with Uncertainty. We use the Satisfiability Modulo Theory framework
to formally encode and solve the problem, and we devise a uniform so-
lution encompassing different "levels" of controllability, namely strong
and weak. Moreover, we provide specialized encodings for important sub-
classes of the problem, and we experimentally evaluate our approaches.

Keywords: Disjunctive Temporal Network with Uncertainty · Plan Re-
pair · Satisfiability Modulo Theory · Strong and Weak Controllability.

1 Introduction

Since their introduction in [11], Temporal Networks have been recognized as a
fundamental tool to represent and reason about temporal dependencies among
tasks and events. Several variants have been studied in depth: e.g. Simple, Dis-
junctive [21, 4]. The important extension to temporal networks with uncer-
tainty [25] allows to model tasks of uncontrollable duration. This yields the
problem of controllability, i.e., devising a strategy that will work regardless of
the uncertainty, that comes in different forms depending on the observability as-
sumptions, i.e., Weak, Strong, and Dynamic controllability. Various algorithms
have been proposed to check controllability, also based on constraints propaga-
tion[25, 17], Satisfiability Modulo Theories [3], and Timed Games[8].
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Despite the widespread use of these formalisms in the literature, little at-
tention has been devoted to the case in which a temporal network is deemed
non-controllable.

In this case, the source of non-controllability could be unfeasible require-
ments (e.g., even with a less uncertain environment, it would still be impossi-
ble to schedule the controllable time points). Still, the assumptions about the
environment could also be too loose given the constraints (i.e., if only an un-
controllable activity had stricter bounds, we could recover controllability). In
this paper, we tackle the problem of repair of a Disjunctive Temporal Network
with Uncertainty (DTNU) [24]. Starting from an uncontrollable network D, we
define the repair problem as finding a variant D1 that is controllable and that is
"sufficiently" close to D. In particular, we consider the case where the D1 variant
is obtained from D by restricting the bounds on uncontrollable durations.

This problem is of theoretical importance but also has a strong practical
relevance: consider the case of a multi-agent system, in which the uncontrolla-
bility bounds can be negotiated, for example, when the duration of an activity
is considered to be uncontrollable for the scheduling agent, but it is, in fact,
controllable for another agent. In a collaborative scenario, the agent can try to
repair its own network by asking for stronger assumptions on the controlling
agent instead of relaxing its objectives by creating a new controllable network.
In other words, one agent could ask the controlling agent to reduce its flexibility
in order to help in recovering controllability. Another application of the repair
problem concerns explainability: by providing a (minimal) repair to an uncon-
trollable network, we suggest a strategy to change the constraints to recover
controllability: this is an immediate counterfactual explanation [22] for the non-
controllability and, even if the constraint is not negotiable, explanation allows
to focus on where/what to replan.

We tackle the repair problem in the setting of Satisfiability Modulo Theo-
ries, proposing a solution for the cases of Weak and Strong controllability. We
first define a general approach for DTNUs that uniformly works for both con-
trollability levels: we define a quantified formula encoding all valid repairs for a
given DTNU. Any model of such formula is a valid relaxation of the contingent
bounds that recovers the controllability of the network. Furthermore, we prove
that if the formula is unsatisfiable, then the problem admits no repair. Then, we
use Optimization Modulo Theory [20] to select, among the possible repairs the
one that sacrifices the least amount of flexibility. Second, we devise a specialized
encoding for the specific but important case of Simple Temporal Networks with
Uncertainty (STNU) (that is, when disjunctions are not allowed). By exploit-
ing the convexity of the problem formulation, we obtain a much more efficient
algorithm for synthesizing a repaired STNU.

We implemented the proposed approaches within the pySMT framework [12],
using the Z3 solver as backend [10], and we experimentally evaluated them on
a large set of non-controllable DTNU and STNU benchmarks. The empirical
evaluation shows that the general case of DTNU repair may incur scalability
issues, heavily dependent on the number of uncontrollables. On the other hand,
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the specialized algorithm leads to substantial increases in efficiency by leveraging
the features of STNUs, hence reducing the cost of quantified reasoning.

Structure of the paper The next Section discusses the related work. In Section 3,
we present the needed background and in Section 4 we define the problem of
DTNU repair. In Section 5, we propose a general repair encoding for the general
case of DTNU, while Section 6 tackles the special case of STNU. In Section 7, we
empirically evaluate our approaches and in Section 8 we draw our conclusions
and present directions for future work.

2 Related Work

The problem of repair for Disjunctive Temporal Networks under Uncertainty
has never been tackled before. Most of the literature considered problems of
checking controllability [16][13][15] and flexibility in execution [19]. The closest
related works typically focus on STNUs and diagnosis, i.e., pinpointing reasons
for non-controllability. For example, in [14], a diagnosis approach for the tem-
poral checker is proposed for dynamic controllability. This approach is able to
give the set of constraints involved in the non-DC of an STNU. Then, the de-
signer(planner) is in charge of solving the problem. In the case where multiple
contingents are involved, the repair will help the designer in deciding what to
do by providing the best way to shrink the contingent to restore controllability.

The notion of repair arises in [6]. The authors propose a MILP approach to
decouple an STNU into sub-networks (STNU), one per agent, in a multi-agent
setting. The authors state that it should be possible to modify the encoding of
the MILP approach so that it reduces the bounds of the contingents so that all
sub-networks are DC. Then, in [2], the authors compute the volume space of an
STNU to assess just how far from being controllable an uncontrollable STNU
is by defining some metrics for SC and DC. Later, they propose an incomplete
LP approach to repair a non-DC STNU by repairing the negative cycles [1].
However, it is incomplete because it doesn’t consider inter-dependence between
negative cycles.

In this paper, we formally define the repair problem as tightening the con-
tingent constraints and propose a series of SMT encodings for synthesizing valid
repairs. Unlike the literature reported above, we consider the very general case
of DTNUs (instead of limiting ourselves to STNUs) and uniformly tackle both
strong and weak controllability. Moreover, we provide specialized encodings for
the STNU case.

3 Background

3.1 Satisfiability and Optimization Modulo Theory

The Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) [3] is the problem of deciding whether
there exists a model that satisfies a first-order formula ϕ (i.e., an assignment to
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the free variables in ϕ such that ϕ is satisfied. Given the formula ϕ1 “ px ă“

yq ^ px ` y “ 10q a valid model of ϕ1 is tx :“ 4, y :“ 6u, where x, y P R.
SMT solvers can support multiple Theories such as Linear Real Arithmetic

(LRA). In LRA a formula is a Boolean combination, or a universal and existential
quantification (respectively @, D) of atoms, which are linear constraints in the
form:

ř

i aixi ’ c where ’P tą,ă,ď,ě,‰,“u, every xi is a real variable and
every ai, c are real constants. QF_LRA denotes the quantifier-free fragment of
LRA.

Optimization Modulo Theory (OMT) generalizes SMT with optimization
procedures to find a model of ϕ that is optimal for an objective function f (or
a combination of multiple objective functions) under all models of a formula ϕ.
The objective function f can be expressed as a term in different theories, but
this paper focuses only on objective functions expressed as QF_LRA terms. In
the literature, several OMT solvers exist, such as OptiMathSAT [20] and Z3 [5].

3.2 Temporal Networks (With Uncertainty)

A Temporal Network (TN) is a formalism that is used to represent temporal con-
straints over time-valued variables called time points. Two families of TN exist
in the literature: TN that does not consider uncertainty, to which the scheduler
freely assigns all time points [11, 23], and TN with Uncertainty (TNU), where
only a subset of time points are assigned by the scheduler, while another exoge-
nous entity decides the others [25, 24]. This paper focuses on the Disjunctive
Temporal Network with Uncertainty (DTNU) and Simple Temporal Network
with Uncertainty (STNU), which is a restricted case of DTNU.

Definition 1. A DTNU is a tuple xV, E , Cy where:

– V is a set of time points, partitioned into controllable pVcq and uncontrollable
(Vu);

– E is a set of free constraints (requirement constraints): each constraint ei is
of the form,

ŽDi

j“1 v1j ´ v2j P rLij , Uijs, for some v1j , v2j P V and Lij , Uij P

R Y t`8,´8u;
– C is a set of contingent constraints: each ci P C is of the form, xbi,Bi, diy,

where bi P Vc, di P Vu, and Bi is a set of pairs xLij , Uijy such that 0 ď

Lij ď Uij ă 8, j P r1, |Bi|s; and for any distinct pairs, xLij , Uijy and
xLik, Uiky P Bi, either Lij ą Uik or Uij ă Lik.

A DTNU D is a tuple xV,E,Cy where:

– V is a set of time points, partitioned into controllable pVcq and uncontrollable
(Vu);

– E is a set of requirement constraints of the form xbi,Di, diy, where Di is a
set of pairs xLij , Uijy such that ´8 ď Lij ď Uij ă 8

– C is a set of contingent constraints of the form, xbi,Bi, diy, where Bi is a set
of pairs xLij , Uijy such that 0 ď Lij ď Uij ă 8
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In a DTNU, free constraints are disjunctions of intervals, each between any
time points, possibly overlapping, while a contingent is a disjunction of non-
overlapping intervals restricted to a single pair of time points.
Intuitively, controllable time points (Vc) are moments in time to be decided by
the scheduling agent, which is trying to satisfy all the free constraints (E) under
any possible instantiation of the uncontrollable time points (Vu) respecting the
contingent constraints (C).

Definition 2. An STNU is a DTNU without disjunctions. Hence, an STNU
is a DTNU xV, E , Cy where Di “ 1 for all free constraints and |Bi| “ 1 for all
contingent constraints.

Example 1. Bob is working in a production line and has 40 minutes to build a
product. This product is done in 3 phases: first Bob needs to wait for a machine
to transform raw materials into a component of the final product. This task
performed by the machine has an uncontrollable duration that lasts between 5
to 12 minutes. Then, Bob needs to compare the quality of the component with
some regulation (size, weight, etc.) and he can decide to take 5 to 15 minutes to
do the checking. However, Bob knows that to be efficient the two tasks need to
be performed between 15 to 20 minutes. Then, he must give the component to
another machine that will create the final product. This task is an uncontrollable
event that lasts between 10 to 15 minutes. An STNU representing the example
is shown in Figure 1a. For the sake of the example, we suppose that the product
needs at least some minimal amount of time to be produced; therefore we put
a minimum duration of 10. A DTNU version is shown in Figure 1b, where Bob
can produce two products using two different machines: the first product that
needs to be produced in 20 minutes with the first robot that can produce it in
2 to 5 minutes, the second needs to be produced between 24 to 40 minutes with
the second machine that can produce it in 10 to 15 minutes. We will explain the
encoding of the two examples in Section 3.3.

The basic computational problem arising given a DTNU is controllability [25]:
we want to check whether there exists a strategy for scheduling the controllable
time points that will respect all the free constraints under any possible realization
of the uncontrollable time points respecting the contingent constraints. However,
depending on the assumptions on the observability of uncontrollable time points,
different levels of controllability have been defined. In this paper, we focus on
strong and weak controllability, corresponding to the cases of no-observation
and clairvoyant observation, respectively. In the following, we report the basic
definitions for these two cases.

Definition 3. A controllable assignment δ : Vc Ñ R of a DTNU xV, E , Cy is
a mapping from all the controllable time points to real values.

Definition 4. A DTN D “ xV, E ,Hy is a DTNU with no contingent con-
straints (and no uncontrollable time points: Vc “ V, Vu “ H). A consistent
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A B

C D

r10, 40s

r15, 20s

r5, 15s

r5, 12s r10, 15s

x⃗ “ tA,Du y⃗ “ tyC , yBu

Γ py⃗q “ pyC ě 5q ^ pyC ď 12q ^ pyB ě 10q ^ pyB ď 15q

Ψpx⃗, y⃗q “ ppD ` yBq ´ A ě 10q ^ ppD ` yBq ´ A ď 40q ^

ppyC ` Dq ´ A ě 15q^

ppyC ` Dq ´ A ď 20q ^ pD ´ yC ě 5q ^ pD ´ yC ď 15q

(a)

A B

C D

r10, 20s _ r24, 40s

r15, 20s

r5, 15s

r5, 12s r2, 5s _ r10, 15s

x⃗ “ tA,Du y⃗ “ tyC , yBu

Γ py⃗q “ pyC ě 5q ^ pyC ď 12q^

pppyB ě 2q ^ pyB ď 5qq _ pyB ě 10q ^ pyB ď 15qqq

Ψpx⃗, y⃗q “ pD ´ yC ě 5q ^ pD ´ yC ď 15q^

ppyC ` Dq ´ A ě 15q ^ ppyC ` Dq ´ A ď 20q^

pppD ` yBq ´ A ě 10q ^ ppD ` yBq ´ A ď 20qq_

ppD ` yBq ´ A ě 24q ^ ppD ` yBq ´ A ď 40qqq

(b)

Fig. 1: Graph representations of the STNU (a) and DTNU (b) examples, together with
their SMT encodings. Nodes represent time points, doubly circled nodes are uncontrol-
lable; solid edges are free constraints while dashed edges are contingent constraints.

schedule for a DTN D is a controllable assignment δ that satisfies each free
constraint ei in E:

Di
ł

j“1

δpv1jq ´ δpv2jq P rLij , Uijs.

Definition 5. given a DTNU D “ xV, E , Cy, let m “ |Vu|. The situations of
D is a set of tuples ΩD defined as the cartesian product of:

ą

xbi,Bi,diyPC

¨

˝

ď

xLij ,UijyPBi

rLij , Uijs

˛

‚.

A situation is an element ω of ΩD and we write ωpcq with c P C to indicate the
element in ω associated with c in the cross product.

Intuitively, the set of situations defines the region of uncertainty, all the al-
lowed durations of contingent constraints. A network will be deemed controllable
if (with the provided observations) it is possible to schedule the controllable time
points so that all free constraints are satisfied in any possible situation.

Definition 6. Given a DTNU D “ xV, E , Cy and a situation ω, the projection
Dω is the DTN xV, E Y Cω,Hy where Cω “ tdi ´ bi P rωpcq, ωpcqs | c P C and c “

xbi,Bi, diyu.
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Intuitively, the projection Dω substitutes all the contingent links with require-
ments, forcing the duration of a contingent link to the value indicated in ω.

Definition 7. A DTNU D is weakly controllable iff for all ω P Ω, there exists
a consistent schedule δ for Dω.

In weak controllability, we assume that the uncontrollable durations are decided
before execution, and therefore, the scheduling agent can condition its decisions
on the situation.

Definition 8. A DTNU D is strongly controllable iff there exists a consistent
schedule δ, for all Dω where ω P Ω.

This level of controllability implies that the controllable schedule is so robust
that it’s possible to fix the execution of the controllable time points in time
so that it carries any execution of the uncontrollable time point observed at
execution time.

A third level of controllability exists, dynamic controllability, but it’s not in
the scope of this paper. However, many works in the literature tackled this level
of controllability, which is of great practical importance [16, 13, 17].

3.3 Controllability Checking using SMT

In this section, we present the basic SMT encodings devised in [7] and [9], tar-
geting strong and weak controllability, respectively. We limit ourselves to the
basic formulations, as these are the only requirements for our paper. Still, the
authors provide different variations of these encodings that turn out to be more
efficient than the basic formulation for the sake of checking controllability.

Definition 9. Given a DTNU D “ xV, E , Cy, we define the following sets of
SMT variables:

– the uncontrollable SMT durations y⃗ is a set of real SMT variables, one
for each contingent constraint ci P C (we write yi to indicate the variable
corresponding to ci);

– the controllable SMT timepoints x⃗ is a set of real SMT variables, one
for each controllable time point (we write xv to indicate the variable corre-
sponding to v P Vc).

We also define the following basic SMT formulae:

– Γ py⃗q representing the SMT contingent constraints:

Γ py⃗q 9“
ľ

ci 9“xbi,Bi,diyPC

¨

˝

ł

xLij ,UijyPBi

pyi ě Lij ^ yi ď Uijq

˛

‚ (1)
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– Ψpx⃗, y⃗q representing the SMT free constraints (requirements):

Ψpx⃗, y⃗q 9“
ľ

eiPE
pppeirpb1 ` y1q{d1sqrpb2 ` y2q{d2sq . . . rpbm ` ymq{dmsq (2)

where m “ |C| and the logical notiation ϕra{bs indicates the substitution of
the term b with term a in the formula ϕ.

In this approach, each uncontrollable time point di P Vu is encoded by its differ-
ence with the starting time point bi P Vc represented by a universally quantified
variable yi P R such that: di ´ bi P rLij , Uijs, and yi P rLij , Uijs. Thus, yi repre-
sents the duration of the interval rbi, dis and the execution of di is pbi ` yiq. We
define x⃗, y⃗ as the sets of controllable time points and uncontrollable durations,
respectively. Therefore, the rewriting of the contingent constraints depends only
on y⃗. Next, Γ py⃗q is the formula representing the conjunction of all the contingent
constraints over the uncontrollable durations, and Φpx⃗, y⃗q is the formula repre-
senting the conjunction of all free constraints over x⃗ and y⃗. We show in Figures
1a and 1b this encoding for the running examples.

Given the formulae presented in Definition 9, the authors of [7] prove that a
DTNU D is weakly controllable if the following formula Φweak is valid.

Φweak 9“ @y⃗.Dx⃗.Γ py⃗q Ñ Ψpx⃗, y⃗q (3)

Moreover, in [9], they prove that D is strongly controllable if the following for-
mula ϕstrong is valid.

Φstrong 9“ Dx⃗.@y⃗.Γ py⃗q Ñ Ψpx⃗, y⃗q (4)

We will use these encodings as the basis for our repair problem formulation.

4 DTNU Repair: Problem Definition

The concept of repair in DTNU arises when the network is not controllable; in
these situations, we want to find a tightening (if it exists) of the bounds of the
contingent constraints such that controllability is recovered. This is useful as
a counterfactual explanation for non-controllability and in multi-agent applica-
tions where contingents are controlled by other agents and can be negotiated. In
the following, we formalize the repair problem.

Definition 10. Let D “ xV, E , Cy be a not τ -controllable DTNU, with τ =
{weak, strong}. The τ-repair problem consists in finding a τ -controllable DTNU
D1 “ xV, E , C1y such that C1 “ txbi,B1

i, diy | xbi,Bi, diy P Cu and B1
i “ txL1

ij , U
1
ijy |

xLij , Uijy P Bi and Lij ď L1
ij ď U 1

ij ď Uiju.

C 1 “ txbi,B1
i, diy | xbi,Bi, diy P Cu and B1

i “ txL1
ij , U

1
ijy | xLij , Uijy P Bi and Lij ď

L1
ij ď U 1

ij ď Uiju.
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A B

C D

r10, 20s _ r24, 40s

r15, 20s

r5, 15s

r5, 10s r2, 5s _ r10, 15s

(a)

A B

C D

r10, 20s _ r24, 40s

r15, 20s

r5, 15s

r5, 11s r2, 5s _ r10, 15s

(b)

Fig. 2: Graph representations of the DTNU (a) an optimal solution to the strong-repair
problem of D, and DTNU (b) for the weak-repair problem

Intuitively, given a DTNU D which is not weakly (resp. strongly) controllable,
we want to find a DTNU D1 which is weakly (resp. strongly) controllable. D1

must be identical to D except for the bounds of the contingent constraints, which
can be restricted (but not enlarged).

For example, consider a DTNU D “ xV, E , Cy identical to the DTNU de-
picted in Figure 1b. This DTNU is not controllable, because the DTN projection
Dω where ωpc1q “ 12 and ωpc2q “ 4 (c1 being the contingent AC and c2 the
contingent DB) does not admit a consistent schedule. A solution to the weak-
repair problem for D is a DTNU D1 “ xV, E , C1y such that c1 is replaced by
c1
1 “ pA, tx5, 8yu, Cq. D1 is one possible solution to the weak-repair problem.

We are interested in repair solutions that minimize the reduction in the size
of the contingent constraints’ bounds. This intuitively corresponds to minimizing
the flexibility for scheduling uncontrollable time points that are removed by the
repair.

Definition 11. Let D “ xV, E , Cy, be a non τ -controllable DTNU and let RD be
the set of all the solutions to the τ -repair problem for D. An optimal τ-repair
for D is defined as:

argmin
D1PRD

¨

˝

ÿ

xbi,Bi,diyPC

ÿ

xLij ,UijyPBi

ppL1
ij ´ Lijq ` pUij ´ U 1

ijqq

˛

‚

We show in Figure 2, the optimal repair of D for strong and weak controllability.

5 DTNU Repair: SMT Encoding

The base encoding presented in Section 2 encodes a DTNU into an SMT model to
check weak and strong controllability: in fact, all the encodings presented in [9, 7]
are focused only on the problem of checking if a given DTNU is τ -controllable. To
tackle the repair problem, we need to synthesize the new uncontrollable bounds.
Hence, we need to extend the encoding to have the uncontrollable bounds as
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free variables so that the solver can assign concrete values to the uncontrollable
bounds, as detailed below.

Compared to the basic encoding for controllability checking, we add two types
of variables. We denote the original bounds of the i-th contingent constraints
with Lij and Uij as in Definition 3.2. Then, for each such pair of contingent
bounds, we introduce two free variables lij and uij ; these represent the repaired
bounds of the i-th contingent and will be constrained such that Lij ď lij ď uij ď

Uij . To simplify the notation, we indicate with l⃗, u⃗ the set of free variables for the
lower and upper bounds, respectively. We redefine the formula for the contingent
constraints in Definition 9 (indicated as Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q) which now depend not only
on y⃗ but also on l⃗ and i⃗; instead, Ψ remains the same. With these new formulae,
we will define the encodings for tackling the strong and weak repair problems
for DTNU. In the following definition, we formalize these basic components of
the encoding.

Definition 12. Given a DTNU D “ xV, E , Cy, we define the following sets of
SMT variables:

– y⃗ and x⃗ as in Definition 9.
– the uncontrollable SMT lower bounds l⃗ is a set of real SMT variables,

one for each contingent constraint bound Lij P Bi. We denote lij, the variable
associated with Lij.

– the uncontrollable SMT upper bounds u⃗ is a set of real SMT variables,
one for each contingent constraint bound Uij P Bi. We denote uij, the vari-
able associated with Uij.

We also define the following SMT formulae:

– Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q representing the SMT contingent constraints:

Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q 9“
ľ

ci 9“xbi,Bi,diyPC

¨

˝

ł

xLij ,UijyPBi

pyi ě lij ^ yi ď uijq

˛

‚ (5)

– Ψpx⃗, y⃗q as in Definition 9.

– Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q representing the valid repair SMT constraints:

Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q 9“
ľ

xbi,Bi,diyPC

ľ

xLij ,UijyPBi

Lij ď lij ď uij ď Uij (6)
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Considering the DTNU example in Figure 1b, we report the new variables
and formulae below.

l⃗ “ tlC1, lB1, lB2u

u⃗ “ tuC1, uB1, lB2u

Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q “ pyC ě lC1q ^ pyC ď uC1q^

pppyB ě lB1q ^ pyB ď uB1qq _ ppyB ě lB2q ^ pyB ď uB2qqq

Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q “ p5 ď lC1 ď uC1 ď 10q ^ p2 ď lB1 ď uB1 ď 5q ^ p10 ď lB2 ď uB2 ď 15q

The new variable lC1 indicates the repaired lower bound of the contingent con-
straint xA, tx5, 12yu, Cy; for the other contingent constraint in the example, we
need two variables lB1 and lB2 because the constraint is disjunctive. Similarly
for the upper bounds.

With these basic formulae, we can now define two encodings (called "quanti-
fied encodings"), one for the weak repair problem (Θweak) and one for the strong
one (Θstrong).

Θweak p⃗l, u⃗q 9“
`

@y⃗.Dx⃗.Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q Ñ Ψpx⃗, y⃗q
˘

^ Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q (7)

Θstrongpx⃗, l⃗, u⃗q 9“
`

@y⃗.Γ 1py⃗, l⃗, u⃗q Ñ Ψpx⃗, y⃗q
˘

^ Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q (8)

Note that for strong controllability, we do not need to quantify the controllable
time points because by solving the SMT (or OMT) problem, we implicitly per-
form an existential quantification. Both encodings will have the property that
all the models represent valid repairs for the input DTNU network, encoded in
the values of the l⃗ and u⃗ variables. Suppose µ is a model for Θτ , then the DTNU
with the new contingent constraints C1 defined below is a valid τ -repair.

C1 9“txbi, txµpli,1q, µpui,1qy, xµpli,2q, µpui,2qy, . . .u, diy | xbi,Bi, diy P Cu

Intuitively, we simply consider the value of lij in the model µ as the repaired
value for Lij and equivalently for the upper bounds.

Proposition 1. Let D “ xV, E , Cy be a DTNU such that D is not τ -controllable.
Any model of Θτ yields a solution to the τ -repair problem and if the formula is
unsatisfiable, the τ -repair problem admits no solution.

It is easy to see why Proposition 1 holds: both the encodings are direct
derivations from the ones for checking strong and weak controllability in [9]
and [7], where we changed the constant bounds into SMT variables. Therefore,
Proposition 1 follows from the correctness of these basic encodings.

Thanks to the guarantees of Proposition 1, we can use Optimization Modulo
Theory to solve the optimal τ -repair problem by simply imposing an optimization
objective over the τ -repair encodings.
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minimize
ÿ

xbi,Bi,diyPC

ÿ

xLij ,UijyPBi

pplij ´ Lijq ` pUij ´ uijqq

s.t. Θτ

(9)

This problem formulation can be solved by any OMT solver capable of deal-
ing with LRA formulations such as Z3 [10]. Alternatively, it is possible to apply
quantifier-elimination techniques to construct a quantifier-free formula equiva-
lent to Ωτ to be used by any OMT solver for QF_LRA.

6 STNU Repair: SMT Encoding

In this Section, we tackle the problem of temporal network repair in the special
case of STNU. In fact, the general encoding for DTNU requires the use of quan-
tifiers that are decidable in LRA but bring a very high computational cost. To
optimize the encoding for STNU, we removed the quantification of the variables
in y⃗ exploiting the convexity of the problem, as proved in [25], considering all
combinations of the lower and upper bounds of the contingents is enough to
check the controllability of an STNU. This allows us to fix the duration of con-
tingent constraints to either their lower bound (in l⃗) or upper bound (in u⃗) and
disregard the values within the interval because the problem convexity guaran-
tees that the problem is controllable if it is controllable "on the bounds." In the
following, we formalize the basic components of the encoding for STNU.

Definition 13. Given an STNU D “ xV, E , Cy, we define the following sets of
SMT variables:

– x⃗ as in Definition 9.
– l⃗ and u⃗ as in Definition 12
– the set of symbolic boundary projections P p⃗l, u⃗q is a set of vectors of

SMT variables, one for each possible combination of lower and upper bound
for each contingent constraint (hence a total of 2C vectors):

P p⃗l, u⃗q “ tv⃗ | vi P tli1, ui1u, ci P Cu

– a set of "fresh" real SMT variables3, one for each element v⃗ of P p⃗l, u⃗q,
indicated as x⃗v⃗. We indicate the set of all these free variables as x⃗P .

By exploiting the convexity of the STNU fragment, we can re-formulate the
encodings of the strong and weak repair as follows.

Θweakpx⃗P , l⃗, u⃗q “

¨

˝

ľ

v⃗PP p⃗l,u⃗q

Ψpx⃗v⃗, v⃗q

˛

‚^ Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q (10)

3 In SMT jargon, a fresh variable is a new variable with a name that is unused in the
rest of the encoding and with no additional constraints.
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Θstrongpx⃗, l⃗, u⃗q “

¨

˝

ľ

v⃗PP p⃗l,u⃗q

Ψpx⃗, v⃗q

˛

‚^ Ξ p⃗l, u⃗q (11)

We call this the "on-bounds" encoding. The key intuition here is that for the
STNU fragment, we can ensure the controllability of the network by checking
that a strategy for scheduling controllable time points exists for every possible
combination of the bounds. The difference between strong and weak controlla-
bility here becomes evident: in Θstrong we have one variable for each controllable
time point (x⃗), and we need a single assignment that works for all the combina-
tions of lower and upper bounds; in weak controllability we have one vector of
controllable time points variables (x⃗v⃗) for every combination v⃗ of lower and upper
bounds, and therefore the solver can assign different values to the controllable
for every bound combination.

We remark that this encoding only works in the STNU fragment but retains
all the properties of Proposition 1 and can be used for solving the optimal repair
problem analogously to the DTNU case.

Finally, we remark that another strength of our proposal is that both the
quantified and the on-bounds encodings can compute a schedule for the control-
lable time points in the strong controllability case.

7 Experiments

In this Section, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proaches. We implemented all the encodings in Python using the pySMT frame-
work [12]. For our experiments, we use the Z3 solver as the backend.

We experimented on a large set of DTNU and STNU benchmarks. For the
DTNU case, we consider the benchmark set of random networks used by Osanlou
et al. in [18], which is composed of 1500 DTNU, 500 of them of the size between
10 to 20, 500 between 20 to 25, and 500 between 25 to 30 time points.

For the STNU case, we implemented a custom random generator: we cre-
ate an STNU in the form of a complete directed acyclic graph (DAG); then,
we randomly and safely remove some of the edges according to the following
parameters:

– the number of time points n;
– the number of uncontrollable time points set by a range m “ rminm,maxms,

i.e., it creates an STNU with |Vu| “ k with k P rminm,maxms;
– the contingency rate per edge, i.e., the probability for a constraint to become

a contingent. We keep this rate low to scatter the contingent in the graph
(less than 10 %);

– the rate of removal q, i.e., the probability for a constraint to be removed
representing the sparsity of the graph.

We generated STNUs of different sizes: n P t5, 10, 20, 50, 100u and with different
degrees of uncontrollability depending on the size: m “ tr1, 2s, r2, 3s, r3, 4s, r4, 5s,
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Fig. 3: DTNU cactus plot of weak and strong repair: for each encoding, we plot the
solving time for the instances sorted from the easiest to the hardest.

r5, 6s, r8, 10su. The combinations are as follows: n=5 with {[1,2], [2,3]}, n=10
with {[2,3], [3,4]}, n=20 with {[3,4], [4,5]}, n=50 with {[5,6], [8,10]}, and n=100
with {[8,10]}. Finally, for each relevant combination of n and m, we change the
density of the graph with q “ t0%, 30%, 50%, 75%, 90%u to get a benchmark set
of 1100 non-controllable STNUs.

We performed a total of 7400 tests: 2*1500 for weak and strong repairs on
DTNUs and 4*1100 on STNUs for both the quantified and on-bounds encodings
and both controllability levels. We ran all the experiments on an Xeon E5-2620
2.10GHz with 3600s/10GB time/memory limits.

Figure 3 shows the results of the encodings for DTNUs (in logarithmic scale)
with the number of instances solved on the x-axis and the time on the y-axis.
The plot shows that the strong-repair problem is much easier to solve for our
encodings than the weak-repair: we could solve the strong-repair for all the
instances, while the weak one approximately solves the easiest 500 instances.
This is not surprising, as in Θstrong, we only have one existential quantifier,
while in Θweak, we have a quantifier alternation.

The cactus plot for STNU instances is shown in Figure 4. We compare the
quantified and on-bounds encodings for strong (left) and weak (right) repair. In
general, the on-bounds encoding for STNU can solve many more instances than
the quantified one. In Figure 5, we also report scatter plots for strong and weak
repair that highlight the dominance of the on-bounds encoding for this class of
problems. Moreover, as shown in the scatter plots, we never hit the memory limit
with our encodings, the limiting dimension is time, while memory consumption
is not an issue (by manual inspection, we report that we never exceed 2GB of
memory usage).
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Fig. 4: STNU cactus plots for the strong (a) and weak (b) repair problems.
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Fig. 5: STNU scatter plots for the strong (a) and weak (b) repair problems.

8 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we tackled the repair problem in temporal networks under un-
certainty. The problem is defined as finding a variant of an uncontrollable net-
work that is obtained by reducing the bounds of the contingent constraints and
is controllable. We presented two SMT-based algorithms, tackling the specific
problems of Weak and Strong controllability. The first one is a general encoding
for DTNUs that works for any controllability that can be encoded into SMT.
The second one efficiently tackles the repair problem for the weak controllability
of STNU by exploiting the problem convexity. We also define and solve using
OMT the optimal repair problem, that is finding the repair that removes the
least amount of flexibility from the original temporal network. The experimental
evaluation shows that the general case is heavily dependent on the number of
uncontrollables and that the STNU specialized algorithm leads to substantial
increases in efficiency.
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For future work, we plan to explore the possibility of tackling the STNU
repair problem using constraint propagation techniques. Using propagation al-
gorithms, the checking problem for SC and DC on STNU has proven to be
polynomial. Such algorithms can infer a negative cycle if the STNU is not con-
trollable. Thus, fixing all the negative cycles incrementally might be more effi-
cient. Moreover, we plan to apply these ideas to a multi-agent setting where an
agent’s contingent constraint might be controllable decisions for another, and
the repair problem can serve as a means for negotiation among agents.
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